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Pierre Pepin   president

Liaison

$500 grant Through Susan Snell’s efforts and initiative, SAC got a $500 grant from
Investors Group’s “Community Service Support Program”.  We want to thank the Investors
Group for their renewed support to SAC, and Susan for taking the initiative of submitting
an application on our behalf.

Putting the risk on everybody’s shoulder At the start of every season, we all choke
when we see cost of the insurance and many of us look elsewhere for an opportunity to
pay less. Nothing wrong with this. However, many of these “less expensive” insurance pack-
ages have limitations, or lower amount of public liability. These owners believe that, in a
single seater, you cannot hurt anybody but yourself, so, they say, less than a million dollars
in public liability is ok.

However, let’s look at the following scenario. What if, with their single seater, they hurt
someone on the ground? And what if the settlement in court exceeds the limit of their
public liability coverage? And what if the other assets of the owner of that single seater

do not cover the remainder of the settlement? Is there a possibility that the lawyers of the injured party may
want to include in their lawsuit your club and its officers?

If you believe that there is absolutely no chance of what I describe of ever happening, read no more. Go directly
to page 3. For the others, my own personal feeling is that a pilot who inadequately insures his/her glider with
regards to public liability, transfers part of the risk to their fellow club members and puts his club at risk. I would
love to read the opinions of our members who practise law on this topic.

Answer your /&?%? mail, please A few weeks ago, Jim sent an e-mail or a letter to all clubs asking for
their participation in the SAC Air Cadet program. We got a reply from 60% of clubs, most of them favourable.
Our most sincere gratitude to those who granted us the courtesy of a rapid response. However we did not hear
from the other 40%. This is especially frustrating when, on the other hand, SAC gets flak for not doing enough
on recruiting etc, etc. We regularly suffer delays because of lack of rapid response. Most of our requests require
a minimal response, in this case, it was yes or no. Help us serve you better, answer SAC mail.

Badges, records etc There is quite a healthy debate in clubs, on the Roundtable, and in free flight on how
to grow the membership, increase member retention. The topic was discussed at the CAS seminar in March. The
promotion of cross-country flying and FAI badges was clearly identified as a must to keep new pilots challenged
beyond their second year. Canadian records are another source of challenge, often ignored. A look at the current
records list in the last issue shows that many are within the reach of many of us. Records are not limited to hot
shots flying super-exotic (and expensive) birds. Dave Hennigar submitted two record certificates to me for sig-
nature in the “multiplace open” category. Charles and Kris Yeates flew these two records in a Twin Astir on Janu-
ary 24 & 28 “down under”, flights of 260 and 392 kilometres respectively. Congratulations Kris & Charles.

Gilles André Seguin m’a communiqué l’adresse internet des utilisateurs de GPS Garmin. Beaucoup d’entre nous
utilisons ces équipements. L’intérêt de ce site est que l’information est disponible en plusieurs langues <http://
pfranc.com/projects/g45contr/g45_idx.htm>.

J’ai envoyé aux clubs opérant au Québec une copie d’un document de renonciation de responsabilité fait par
deux avocats ontariens membres de l’AVVC. Je tiens à souligner que ce document ne supporte peut-être pas les
exigences du code civil utilisé au Québec. Ailleurs au Canada, au civil, c’est le “common law” qui prévaut. Mon
but était de souligner l’importance de revoir ses documents afin de suivre l’évolution des lois. Sylvain Bourque a
eu la gentillesse de vous envoyer par courier copie du document que Champlain utilise et qu’il affirme avoir été
revue par un avocat dans les derniers 12 mois.

Je veux rappeler que les compétitions nationales auront lieu à Champlain du 29 juin au 8 juillet.
Venez voir. Aussi, ils ont besoin de volontaires.
Contactez André Pepin à arcapep@cam.org.
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Deadline for contributions:

January, March
May, July
September, November

The
SOARING ASSOCIATION of CANADA

is a non-profit organization of enthusiasts who
seek to foster and promote all phases of glid-
ing and soaring on a national and interna-
tional basis. The association is a member of
the Aero Club of Canada (ACC), the Canadian
national aero club representing Canada in the
Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI),
the world sport aviation governing body com-
posed of national aero clubs. The ACC dele-
gates to SAC the supervision of FAI-related
soaring activities such as competition sanc-
tions, issuing FAI badges, record attempts,
and the selection of Canadian team pilots for
world soaring championships.

free flight is the official journal of SAC.

Material published in free flight is contributed
by individuals or clubs for the enjoyment of
Canadian soaring enthusiasts. The accuracy
of the material is the responsibility of the con-
tributor. No payment is offered for submitted
material. All individuals and clubs are invited
to contribute articles, reports, club activities,
and photos of soaring interest. An e-mail in
any common word processing format is wel-
come (preferably as a text file), or send a fax.
All material is subject to editing to the space
requirements and the quality standards of the
magazine.

Prints in B&W or colour are required. No slides
or negatives please.

free flight also serves as a forum for opinion
on soaring matters and will publish letters to
the editor as space permits. Publication of
ideas and opinion in free flight does not imply
endorsement by SAC. Correspondents who
wish formal action on their concerns should
contact their Zone Director whose name and
address is listed in the magazine.

Material from free flight may be reprinted
without prior permission, but SAC requests
that both the magazine and the author be
given acknowledgement.

For change of address and subscriptions for
non-SAC members ($26/$47/$65 for 1/2/3
years, US$26/$47/$65 in USA & overseas), con-
tact the SAC office at the address below.

President Pierre Pepin
Vice President Richard Longhurst
Executive Director Jim McCollum
Treasurer Jim McCollum
Legal Counsel Robert Wappel
Secretary vacant

SAC office: 101 – 1090 Ambleside Dr
   Ottawa, ON  K2B 8G7

tel:  (613) 829-0536   fax:  829-9497
e-mail:  sac@sac.ca
website: www.sac.ca

th

– honorary team captain –
Dr. David Williams, Canadian Astronaut

– team pilots –
Nick Bonnière
Ed Hollestelle

Ulrich Werneburg

JOIN OUR 1999 TEAM! (at least in spirit)

They need your financial support &
you will get a tax receipt for your donations

Buy a 100% cotton, white, long sleeve shirt,
with a colour team logo for only $35 (tax incl)

KyberPASS Corp. will give $10 to the team
fund for every shirt sold.

Look cool & feel cool soaring in these great shirts!

Send your financial donation and orders
for the Canadian Team shirt to:

Jim McCollum sac@sac.ca
SAC (National Team Fund)
101 - 1090 Ambleside Drive

Ottawa, ON  K2B 8G7

Please provide payment, shirt size (M, L, XL), and a return address

BAYREUTH GERMANY

CANADIAN
GLIDING TEAM
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L’ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE
VOL À VOILE

est une organisation à but non lucratif
formée d’enthousiastes et vouée à l’essor
de cette activité sous toutes ses formes, sur
le plan national et international. L’associa-
tion est membre de l’Aéro Club du Canada
(ACC), qui représente le Canada au sein de
la Fédération Aéronautique Internationale
(FAI), laquelle est responsable des sports
aériens à l’échelle mondiale et formée des
aéro-clubs nationaux. L’ACC a confié à
l’ACVV la supervision des activités vélivoles
aux normes de la FAI, telles les tentatives
de record, la sanction des compétitions, la
délivrance des insignes, et la sélection des
membres de l'équipe nationale aux com-
pétitions mondiales.

vol libre est le journal officiel de l’ACVV.

Les articles publiés dans vol libre provien-
nent d’individus ou de groupes de vélivo-
les bienveillants. Leur contenu n’engage
que leurs auteurs. Aucune rémunération
n’est versée pour ces articles. Tous sont in-
vités à participer à la réalisation du maga-
zine, soit par des reportages, des échanges
d’idées, des nouvelles des clubs, des pho-
tos pertinentes, etc. L’idéal est de soumet-
tre ces articles par courrier électronique,
bien que d’autres moyens soient acceptés.
Ils seront publiés selon l’espace disponible,
leur intérêt et leur respect des normes de
qualité du magazine.

Des photos en couleurs ou noir et blanc
seront appréciées, mais s’il vous plaît, pas
de négatifs ni de diapositives.

vol libre sert aussi de forum et on y publiera
les lettres des lecteurs selon l’espace dispo-
nible. Leur contenu ne saurait engager la
responsabilité du magazine, ni celle de
l’association. Toute personne qui désire
faire des représentations sur un sujet pré-
cis auprès de l’ACVV devra s’adresser au
directeur régional, dont le nom et l’adresse
sont publiés dans le magazine.

Les articles de vol libre peuvent être re-
produits librement, mais le nom du maga-
zine et celui de l’auteur doivent être
mentionnés.

Pour signaler un changement d’adresse ou
s’abonner, contacter le bureau national à
l’adresse à la gauche. Les tarifs au Canada
sont de 26$, 47$ ou 65$ pour 1, 2 ou 3 ans,
et de 26$US, 47$US ou 65$US à l’extérieur.

letters & opinions
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GPS concerns

May I take objection to the “GPS Q & A”
article (in the 5/98 issue of free flight). Some
time back Dick Butler wrote in SOARING
magazine, “the future of soaring lies with the
computer, and it lies and lies and lies!”
Furthermore I have tried to figure out the
meaning of ‘KISS’ which was also used in
soaring. (Keep It Simple, Stupid! – ed.)

In spite of this I agree with some of “Q & A”,
but I keep in mind that some flyers are care-
fully checking their financial resources, and
also derive a great sense of satisfaction from
having it all done by themselves. When they
come back from a flight, they will proudly tell
where they have been from their mind and
map instead of from a kilometre figure
plucked from a computer screen.

I do not know if gadgetry is going to draw
more beginners to cross-country or do the
opposite. Let’s keep progress within the
bounds of moderation and let’s not throw
overboard the equipment that has brought
us this far, but move step by step and, above
all, keep in mind the joy of soaring.

Karl Raufeisen

New gliding magazine

A new bi-monthly magazine, Motorgliding
International, is being jointly published by
the British Gliding Association and the Soar-
ing Society of America. The editor is Gillian
Bryce-Smith who was the editor of Sailplane
& Gliding for 25 years.

She is looking for someone in Canada to sell
subscriptions and will pay £5 for each new
subscriber. If you are interested, contact her
at <bryce-smith@virgin.net>. See Magazine
section of “Trading Post” for subscription info.

A Canadian turnpoint
database needed

I have recently acquired a flight recorder and
also become Canadian dealer for a soaring
flight planning and analysis program. In
preparing a database for this program I used
the available data from the Worldwide Soar-
ing Turnpoint Exchange on the web. This
database is provided as a depository of turn-
point data from all over the world. The data
from Canada is still sparse, but this should
change rapidly as more pilots use flight
recorders.

Now would be a good time for us to discuss
the best way to set up a Canadian database
that eliminates overlap between clubs, uses
a common format and accuracy and avoids
duplication of turnpoint names from vari-
ous geographic regions. Britain, for instance,
seems to have such a database.

To avoid creating too much work for a few
persons, I propose that we define a standard
and then let each region of the country take
care of its own turnpoint sets which eventu-
ally could also include restricted airspace.
Comments are invited either in free flight
and/or on the SAC Roundtable.

Svein Hubinette (MSC)

This is a fine idea. A standard format for a
national turnpoint set is being established by
the SAC Sporting committee, and it should be
in place by the time you read this.

Details on the format for turnpoint data and
who to send it to will appear on the SAC
Roundtable and in the next issue. The “Can-
adian Turnpoint List” will be on the SAC docu-
ments webpage or the CAS web page <www.
sac.ca/cas/casindex.html> and be updated as
data arrives.

Tony Burton, Sporting committee

GGC hosts cairn ceremony
at Pendleton

We attended an interesting ceremony at
Pendleton on Saturday, May 8. The Air Force
Association, in conjunction with the Gatineau
Gliding Club, dedicated a cairn commemor-
ating the Commonwealth Air Training Plan
Elementary Flying Training School No. 10 at
Pendleton. David Smith flew the Yak aero-
batic aircraft.  The GGC side of the event was
organized under the leadership of the sister
of Andrew Robinson, the GGC president.
There were refreshments for the gathering of
Air Force and GGC members in the club-
house after the ceremony. The Honourable
Don Boudria,  Minister of State and Leader

of the Government in the House of
Commons represented the government of
Canada.

Over the years, there were as many as 92
Tiger Moths at the School, and later, 72 Cor-
nells. At the ceremony were two Tiger Moths
and a Harvard.

Ovila “Shorty” Boudreault attended with his
sisters Gabrielle and Georgette. One stalwart
of GGC was missing because of ‘minor sur-
gery’: Elvie Smith had been ill in April and
was indisposed from said operation. But he
is up and around and will be able to continue
to fly.

Barrie Jeffery
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everal factors in combination support the concept
that Regenerative Battery-Augmented Soaring (RBAS)
may be an attractive aspect of future soaring.

Battery power is clean and quiet
The desire for clean and quiet self-launching puts a
priority on exploring battery power for auxiliary pow-
ered sailplanes. Batteries are limited in the energy per
kilogram they can store, but are adequate as an energy
source to power the sailplane to heights where atmos-
pheric energy sources can be utilized safely.

Strong upcurrents provide a high power resource
During thermal soaring, and to some extent in waves
and slope currents, energy is normally stored as the
potential energy of weight times height for later conver-
sion to speed and distance. In moderate and strong con-
ditions, the rate of energy supply (power) is large. Con-
sider an ultralight sailplane with a gross weight of 400
pounds, having a minimum sink of 1.5 ft/sec and thus
capable of flying on a minimum of 600 ft-Ibs/sec or 1.09
hp (814 watts) of thrust power. In a strong upcurrent
netting lift of 1000 ft/min, or 16.7 ft/sec, it stores poten-
tial energy at a rate of 12.1 hp (9042 watts) — huge com-
pared to that used in still air at minimum sink of best
L/D speeds. A heavy two-seat sailplane climbing at the
same rate, grossing 1200 pounds including ballast, accu-
mulates energy at triple the rate of the ultralight. In-
cidentally, all sailplanes will typically dash at high speed
to the next thermal while consuming energy at rates 30
to 100% of the rate of power gain in the thermal.

Solar cells provide only low power
Direct solar power, in bright sunlight, on an area of 2/3
of a 120 square foot wing, will provide about 1000 watts
from high grade photovoltaic cells. Sunshine on the cells
and the rising thermal both represent the use of solar
energy. In strong lift conditions the thermal, as a much
stronger power source, is especially appealing, and some
of its power can be used for battery charging. Supple-
mentary charging from solar cells is still an attractive
option during the flight, depending on sun availability.

A role model for battery replenishment is the
regenerative braking of cars
Recently, with the attention put on battery-powered cars,
there has been considerable development on regenera-
tive braking: putting the kinetic energy of braking into
recharging the battery rather than heating the brake
linings. Thus technologies have become well advanced
for charging batteries with rapidly-changing inputs, and
the technologies are improving rapidly.

Recharge when the altitude penalty is small
While you are being given large amounts of power in
thermals, and also in many wave and slope current situa-
tions, you can conveniently take some of that power and
recharge the battery used for takeoff. Use the propeller
in a windmill mode, extracting power as you sink relative
to the surrounding ascending air, turning your electric
motor into a generator. Charging is especially attractive
on occasions when the sailplane is in a strong upcurrent
but precluded from climbing (limited by cloudbase, an
inversion lid, air traffic control, or oxygen requirements,
or by the small vertical extent of a slope current).

Spend the energy when it buys you a lot
You can do such recharging on occasions throughout
the flight and use the energy to speed to the next ther-
mal, or hunt for lift, or propel you to a safe landing spot,
and perhaps still have enough energy in the battery for
a takeoff the next day.

What is soaring?

RBAS opens up consideration of some philosophical
questions about soaring. Virtually all soaring exploits
solar energy — almost no other source of energy powers
our atmosphere and biosphere (nuclear and hydrother-
mal energy being the exceptions). Soaring utilizes air
motion of thermals, winds against slopes, waves, perhaps
even wind shear and turbulence. Launching by bungee,
foot or horse (drawing on the solar energy in food) is
solar use, as is winch (using electricity from various
sources such as nuclear, hydro, or fossil fuels), or auto or
airplane using fossil fuels (the stored energy of sunlight
of millions of years ago) or more recently created bio-
mass fuels. A few sailplanes have battery-powered elec-
tric motors, primarily for takeoff. Some charge the batter-
ies by solar cells — usually on the ground before flight.
The 1980-81 solar powered Solar Challenger was initially
tested with battery power, but its major flights utilized
only photovoltaic cell power (plus sometimes thermals).

So what is pure soaring, and what is future soaring?

Setting up new categories stimulates competitions that
help to motivate pioneers and to advance soaring. How-
ever, rules can stifle innovation, especially in the early
stages of a field when the potential, even the categories,

Regenerative
battery-augmented soaring
Paul MacCready, from Sailplane Builder

Some auxiliary powered sailplanes take off with a propeller
turned by a battery-powered motor. During flight, using
technologies developed for the regenerative braking of bat-
tery-powered cars, the propeller can be operated as a wind-
mill and the motor be employed as a generator to recharge
the battery. Some altitude is sacrificed during the charging
which is usually done in upcurrents; a portion (probably less
than one half ) of this “altitude energy” can then be utilized
as desired later in the flight. Thus the pilot has an additional
variable to incorporate into flight strategy and the capability
of extending the search for a safe landing site.

S
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are unclear. Paragliders, hang gliders, ultralight sailplanes,
Standard, 15 metre and Open class sailplanes, auxiliary
power for various categories, and sometimes age or
experience criteria — will another category help or hurt?
This topic deserves discussion.

I suggest that RBAS aircraft be used for fun, without
competition or any categorization. As experience grows,
perhaps competitions with logical rules will emerge. In
any case, RBAS represents a new variable in the soaring
equation, an additional factor to optimize as you con-
tinually re-strategize your flight.

A brief look at natural flight helps illuminate some of the
deeper issues of what defines soaring. True flight has
evolved in nature by four different routes; insects first,
and then three types of vertebrates: pterosaurs, birds
and bats. As with humans, all four types of natural fliers
derive energy from food — vegetation, or other creatures
that consume vegetation. However, in contrast to sur-
face-bound creatures, many of these natural fliers
evolved to use another energy source — the aforemen-
tioned slope currents, thermals, waves, etc. that benefit
sailplanes. For some super-soarers such as vultures, the
atmosphere typically contributes far more than the food.
Most insects fly, and their ancestors have been flying for
over 200 million years. Some make use of upcurrents, but
the real soarers came later. Pterosaurs survived over 100
million years before their extinction with the dinosaurs
65 million years ago. Birds, that coexisted with the ptero-
saurs and survived the dinosaur extinction, now demon-
strate many excellent soaring techniques (and some-
times share tasks of hunting and using thermals with
sailplanes). Bats, being nocturnal, rarely take advantage
of soaring. Some giant pterodactyls, the 11 metre span
Quetzalcoatlus Northropi (see ff 3/86) from over 65 million
years ago, and a giant Teratorn, a condor-like bird from
six million years ago, weighed over 200 pounds, perhaps
over 300 pounds, and so fit the size and weight range of
modern hang gliders and ultralight sailplanes.

With RBAS, sailplanes now are one up on birds. Natural
creatures cannot internally store kinetic or potential
energy; the RBAS vehicle can. And a plane that incorpo-
rates solar cells has another energy source unavailable to
natural fliers. Perhaps our envy of the magnificent soar-
ing techniques of birds will change to them envying us
because we have several energy sources unavailable to
them.

Mechanisms

A propeller optimized for thrust is not optimized for ser-
ving the windmill function, and a propeller of any sort
idling in the airstream will create drag. There are several
approaches to handling these issues. One is for the
propeller design to be a compromise which yields good,
but not ideal, effectiveness in both charging and power
delivery modes. A “true pitch” twist with a symmetrical
airfoil might be a good starting point, providing mini-
mum drag when free to rotate. When neither charging
nor powering is taking place, this propeller, even with no
drag from the motor/generator, is still a source of drag.
However, the magnitude of the drag is very small com-
pared to the total vehicle drag (say only a few percent at
the best L/D flight mode). The motor/generator drag can
be eliminated by a clutch. Another method is to use a

low rpm induction motor; no gearing is required, and
there is no drag from permanent magnets. However, such
a motor will be relatively heavy.

A more desirable approach would be to fold the propel-
ler back into the fuselage when neither propulsion nor
windmill generation is needed. From the efficiency stand-
point, the most attractive approach is somehow to use
two separate props, one optimized for propulsion and
one for generation, both being folded back into the
fuselage when they are not in use. A compromise would
be to have a four bladed prop on a fore-aft generator/
motor shaft, just behind the top of the fin. Design two
blades for propulsion and two for windmilling. Fold back
and latch the unused pair along the rearward extended
shaft, or fold back all four when none are needed. For
good efficiency near the minimum sink (or power) speed
at which the prop or windmill would often be operated,
the diameter should be large. The fin location facilitates
having a large diameter prop. All in all, there are many
approaches to the electromechanical and aerodynamic
compromises of RBAS.

The simplest electrical system is a direct drive to the
motor/generator, plus a specific battery voltage. With
this system the prop or windmill rpm can be altered by
airspeed. Alternatively, the system can select for charge
or power with the aid of a controllable pitch prop, or a
continuously variable gear box, or a versatile power elec-
tronics module that can match battery, prop rpm, and
charge/discharge or idling function as needed. System
management can be automatic or pilot-operated.

Examples of power and energy

The following example suggests that for a representative
system, for a foot of altitude sacrificed to charge the
battery, 0.48 foot of altitude is available later in the flight.
This calculation ignores the normal sink of the aircraft in
a thermal or slope current, assuming we are interested in
the additional descent rate caused by charging (a 1000
ft/min thermal assumes the aircraft, without the charging
drag, ascends at 1000 ft/min). It also ignores the 1.5 ft/sec
normal sink rate of the aircraft during the propeller pow-
ered climb. If the battery charge is used so slowly that it
just covers the normal sink rate, there is no climb added
although there is a duration and distance increase. If the
battery, motor and propeller systems are reasonably
efficient and can provide high power and high climb rate,
the effect of normal sink during the brief climb period
will be relatively small. Putting all these factors together,
one can generalize that the RBAS system will return to
you in altitude equivalent when you want it some 1/3 to
1/2 of the altitude equivalent you “deposited” earlier in
the flight.

If the aforementioned 400 pound sailplane extracts an
additional 2.7 hp (2000 watts) from the air (its drag
power), causing it to descent an extra 3.69 ft/sec while
charging the battery, then with 75% efficiency (from the
combination of windmill and generator inefficiencies)
1500 watts will reach the battery. Whatever the flight
speed, the 2.7 hp represents an increase in sink rate of
3.69 ft/sec. With the battery later returning 85% of its
extra charge, and motor efficiency and prop efficiency
combined to total 75%, then 63.8% of the 1500 watts
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from charging for a given period is available as propul-
sion power and can later permit 956 watts to provide
later climb for the same time interval. 956 watts of
thrust power during climb adds 1.76 ft/sec. Thus per
second of charge and discharge you lose an extra 3.69
feet but then later have an extra 1.76 feet of altitude to
spend. For every foot lost in charging, only 0.48 feet is
later recovered. This 48% factor is not as good as ob-
tained with an advanced regenerative braking system
or a car because propeller and windmill inefficiency are
not part of the car case, and the premium on weight for
the airplane compromises motor/generator and battery
efficiency.

Lead acid and NiCad batteries typically deliver a maxi-
mum of 16-18 watt-hours per pound. This is equivalent
to raising the battery weight some 8-9 miles. If a battery
weighs 10% of the gross weight, and propeller and
motor system puts half of the energy withdrawn into
climb, the battery would let the sailplane climb up
nearly a half mile (for a machine flight duration of over
1/2 hour in calm conditions). New nickel metal hydride
batteries can double the stored height potential, and
lithium polymer batteries increase the height over
threefold. The battery must be able to handle the occa-
sionally-rapid charge and discharge rates. Batteries
designed for high power can deliver in the range of
100-200 watts of power per pound. For motor weight,
a reasonable factor for planning purposes is to assume
4 pounds per kilowatt.

The systems designer will find complex interactions
between the many design variables. For example, some
batteries are inexpensive, some high energy, some high
power, and some long life, but every real battery is a
compromise because none score high for all factors.
Ditto for motors and for associated power electronics
and for the overall sailplane structural and aerodynamic
design. As for motors, high power per pound motors are
available, but operate at high rpm and require gear
reductions that add weight, noise and some inefficiency.
The pilot is also confronted with complex strategies for
making most effective use of the battery system to im-
prove the flight. Some batteries age rapidly if the maxi-
mum possible charge is taken from them.

This discussion has been hypothetical, not a report on
a demonstrated concept, and so should be considered
with caution. The regenerative braking system of a
practical battery-powered car may deliver as mechanical
energy less than 60% of the mechanical energy going
into it. Compared to the car system, RBAS benefits from
operating over a narrower rpm range, but there are the
added propeller/windmill inefficiencies. Considering
everything, the 1/3 to 1/2 overall regeneration efficiency
suggested here as obtainable with RBAS is not unrea-
sonable, but achieving it is not a trivial task.

A flight example

The 400 pound gross weight of the ultralight sailplane
discussed above is the sum of:

pilot, chute, and some food and drink 200 pounds
airframe 155 pounds
lead acid or NiCad batteries   40 pounds
motor   15 pounds

With 10% of the gross weight invested in batteries, the
fully charged battery can be used to climb nearly 2500
feet. The takeoff and climb to 1250 feet leaves the battery
50% charged. Some weak early morning thermals let you
stay aloft, barely, as you drift to a hill with a good slope
current. You could just stay aloft at an altitude of 400 feet
above the hill, but instead you choose to go back and
forth at hill top level where your climb could be 5 ft/sec.
You recharge the battery (10 minutes, 5 ft/sec, means
3000 feet, that could be converted to 50% of the battery
charge, later providing about 1200-1300 feet of climb
capability). Now a thermal mingles with the slope lift and
lifts you to 5000 feet. You dash toward where you suspect
a thermal will be, but none is discovered, and after you
descend to 1000 feet you use all of the battery to take
you up to 3200 feet. Venturing further downwind you at
last get good lift, but at 4500 feet you see that a stable
layer at about 5000 feet puts a lid on what this thermal
can do for you so you stay at 4500 feet, recharging at a
fast rate that is the maximum your system can handle,
say 3000 watts, and taking only about 15 minutes for a
full recharge.

After a 150 mile triangle, late in the day, with battery
almost fully charged, you start a long last glide back to
the destination, the airport where you took off seven
hours earlier. A headwind has increased, and you worry
about falling short, but with the battery you climb up to
1200 feet over the airport. While descending to a landing
you recharge the battery a bit while steepening your
descent. You land with a 65% filled battery, enough for
takeoff to lift the next day.

Some final considerations

The high power available from the windmill-charging
mode in strong upcurrents can be used for other applica-
tions than later climb. It can operate a heater for flight in
cold conditions (or, in concept, an air conditioner for hot
weather flight). The electric power can also provide boun-
dary layer control to improve glider efficiency, but in the
practical case, at the Reynolds Numbers involved in the
ducting and airfoil, and considering weight and complex-
ity, converting stored energy to altitude can be expected
to be more productive. For a two-seat sailplane, lights and
heat might permit multi-day flights on a slope current. A
radio-controlled model airplane, with GPS navi-gation and
a windmill charging system, could make an autonomous,
long duration flight on a mountain slope in continuous
wind conditions.

For a sailplane, the potential energy of height times vehi-
cle weight is analogous to money in the bank. RBAS gives
the pilot an additional “altitude bank account”, money
that can be withdrawn whenever the pilot wants — as
long as enough deposits were made previously to keep
the account from being overdrawn. The pilot deals with
an unfriendly, greedy bank which has a policy never to
extend credit. It also charges a 50% (or more) service fee
— consider it a tax — on deposits. The pilot makes depos-
its when times are so good that the tax is acceptable.
Prudence dictates that the account never be completely
depleted. The joy of flying will be increased if the pilot
knows there is some “altitude” available in the account.

Electricity generated aloft, derived from upcurrents, can
add a new dimension to soaring. ❖
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  robably the last thing I expected to do in life was fly
a sailplane over Table Mountain, Cape Town. Guess

what? It happened! With a breeze from the south, we were
able to soar off the southern slopes — nearly vertical ones
— and with some help from the motor (it was a Fournier
motorglider) to round the east end of Table to face a sud-
den panoramic view of downtown Cape Town. Then fol-
lowed a couple of thrilling and chilling passes along at the
3500 foot height of the Table’s top.

It all started with a South African doctor who was working
with my physician son in Manitoulin Island. He spoke of
good rates for flights to SA, and my son and his wife were
inspired to treat my wife and me to air tickets to visit our
South African cousins. It was to be a Trip-of-a-Lifetime.

We hadn’t been in SA for more than a day or two when my
cousin’s daughter-in-law announced she had arranged with
a friend to take me on a powered sailplane flight. The friend,
Martin Grünert, had access to a 1970 Fournier R5 Sperber.
This 17 metre span craft sports an 85 hp Limbach engine,
conventionally mounted in the nose, a featherable propel-
ler, and a 3.5 hour endurance under power. The equipped
weight is 480 kilograms. Martin’s early flying experience was
in Switzerland; he has some 650 hours of gliding and soar-
ing experience, as well as a power licence. In his early 40s,
he lists himself as a hotelier. The aircraft is kept at the Stel-
lenbosch Flying Club, about fifty kilometres east of Cape
Town; and Martin often flies with the thriving Cape Gliding
Club at Worcester, some sixty kilometres further over moun-
tains to the northeast.

Having donned a serious parachute and been strapped
securely into the rear seat I watched Martin run through
checks and rumble the plane over the grass to the long
paved strip of the flying club. We took off after a roll of
several hundred feet and climbed away at about 500 ft/min.
At 1000 feet, Martin swung around a colourful blimp that
was visiting the club, while I snapped a photo. The day was
perfect with a warm, light wind and gorgeous Cape Prov-
ince scenery.

We headed west to cruise the shore of False Bay. A white
sand beach some thirty kilometres long receives a continu-
ous parade of breaking swells from the southern ocean. We
dropped down to ten feet above the surf and enjoyed the
exhilarating ride. Martin took care no gust would dip a long
wingtip into the spray.

At the west corner of the bay, Martin pulled up to about
1500 feet beside Muizenberg Mountain, and chopped the
engine. Then followed ten or fifteen minutes of ridge soar-
ing, a stimulating first for me. The mountain disappeared
into a cap of cloud at about 2000 feet. We clung to the
slopes — steep, rocky, dressed in green shrubbery and prob-
ably home to families of baboons — and soared alongside
the cloud. The views south along the picturesque towns
and rugged capes of the Cape Peninsula added extra charm
to a somewhat alarming experience of 50 or 60 degree
banking into figures of eight between 1500 and 2200 feet

on the mountain side. The concept of ‘rock polishing’,
familiar from free flight stories, became reality. Martin is
known in the Cape club as “The Polisher”; with his Swiss
background, mountain flying is his bread and jam.

The Cape Gliding Club is centred on a broad plain at 600
feet altitude, between two ranges peaking at 5000 to
6500 feet. The resident caretaker, a husky artist, was the
only sign of life when we visited one hot sunny weekday.
He says they typically have a choice of waves on one
range, ridge soaring on the other, and thermals in be-
tween. The club has about 150 members and 7 club
gliders, 25 or more private gliders, and a Super Cub tug.
Martin calls it his home club.

Leaving Muizenberg Mountain, Martin started a very res-
ponsive engine for a cruise across the peninsula, over
the pretty fishing port and resort town of Hout Bay, and
up against another higher peak. The lift was weak; Martin
throttled back and made one or two passes. The cap
clouds were gone from these peaks, several kilometres
downwind from the shore. We passed over a saddle that
turned out to be Constantia, a suburb and famous wine
center of Cape Province, and found ourselves looking at
the precipitous backside of Table Mountain. With engine
throttled back again, we wound in close enough to the
steep cliffs and cliffside roads to trade smiles and waves
with the tourists.

Then there was the turn over the city of Cape Town, the
ground dropping away thousands of feet as we crossed
the Devil’s Peak saddle, and then a climb up to table top
height. A few miles off shore lay the barren pancake of
Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela spent so much
time as a guest of the apartheid government.

Who’d a thought it?
Barrie Jeffery

Gondola terminal at the west end of Table Mountain.

➯ p14
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his article describes a new concept for competition
tasking. This idea was developed in order to improve

safety in competition flying while at the same time offering
fairness and individual sporting challenges unique to our
sport. The concept is based on the total utilization of GPS
equipment for flight verification and also employs ground-
based computer equipment for task generation.

The intent is to create a racing task having different courses
of exactly the same length for each pilot with multiple
startpoints and no common turnpoints. All tasks lie within a
prescribed task area which is set by the competition organ-
izers on a daily basis in many ways. The daily task area can
be located and shaped according to the requirements
which need to be taken into account such as:

• area of the most suitable weather conditions,
• avoidance of unsuitable terrain,
• avoidance of restricted air space,
• air traffic control requirements, etc.

This type of task will lead to safer flying conditions and
increased sportsmanship while maintaining the basic
idea of closed course glider racing within a defined
geographical area.

Objectives The basic principle is that every pilot in a
class is given a different course to fly with the start point
and turnpoints indicated by sets of latitude and longi-
tude coordinates. (Ground features will not constrain
turnpoint selection.) All courses for every pilot in a given
class will be of exactly the same length and have the
same geometry (triangle, etc). This type of tasking will:

• Minimize the amount of gaggling and “leeching”
(aka “follow the leader”) flying.

• Provide closed-course racing rather than free choice
as in PST or other types of open-ended tasks.

• Use multiple start points for increased aircraft separa-
tion and safety at the start.

• Use GPS technology for all aspects of the flight.
• Have fixed, closed course tasks in a defined, limited

geographical area rather than pilot’s free choice as
in PST tasks.

• Employ computers for task generation, in flight use,
and flight evaluation.

Task setting The following illustrates the proposed
system of task setting. It may be useful to refer to the
diagram showing a typical task area.

1. Each competition day the task setters select a com-
petition area based primarily on the met forecast. This

task area would normally be restricted to a sector of
specified size and orientation (sample shown). It can also
be located in many different areas with reference to the
home airfield. For instance the task area can be centered
on the airfield, offset or even remote from the site. Many
variations are possible.

2. A number of suitable start points are established
which are clustered around the airfield. Start point

separation could be 3-5 kilometres or whatever is
deemed to be necessary.

3. The task setters choose a suitable task distance and
task area for each competition class for the day.

4. The tasking software then computes a suitable num-
ber of courses which meet the requirement of the

task length and having turnpoints a defined minimum
separation from the turnpoint of any other computed
task course. Task generation would be quite flexible and
easily contain any defined constraints such as the task
geometry (triangle, quadrilateral, etc.), min/max leg
length (FAI task), excluded task areas, and others. The
start point is randomly selected by the software for each
computed course. The finish point would be common to
all courses.

5. The computer converts the location of the task points
(start, turn, finish points) into lat/long coordinates

and these are given to each pilot as his/her unique task
for the day to be loaded into the pilot’s GPS.

New competition
task concept
Hal Werneburg & George Dunbar
Cu Nim

Typical computer-generated task set
Computation constraints: task area – 90° NW quadrant,
area exclusions – none, turnpoint minimum separation –
5 km, task geometry – triangle with legs a minimum of
30° apart, task length – 300.0 km. There were 91 possi-
ble triangles which satisfied these conditions, 10 of which
are shown. Tasks flown counterclockwise.

T

➯ p15
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B40 Electric vario / Averager   $605*

• Ideal replacement for mechanical vario with built-in battery
back-up and 1-5 second adjustable response time. Built-in
averager and choice of size — 57 or 80 mm.

• Repeater ready for two-seaters, and optional Digital Averager
display.

B50 Vario / Speed-to-fly   $1450*

• Smooth vario with adjustable response rate for quicker
centering of thermals.

• Different speed command and vario sounds and repeater
options for dual seat gliders.

• Separate displays for both instantaneous and average climb.
• Vertical speed-to-fly edge meter with adjustable polar co-

efficients.
• Wet/dry, bug and MacCready settings on the front panel

with cruise/climb switching mode.
• Battery voltage and ambient temperature readout.
• Easy installation — complete, no flask, no soldering, 57 or

80 mm size options.
• Optional expansion to either B57 glide com-

puter or WinPilot.

B57 Glide Computer   $1300*

• GPS or DR final glide computer — uses B50
vario as data source — automatic or manual
GPS drift derived wind speed & direction
while circling or in cruise.

• In-flight statistics — the useful ones, easily
accessed. Remote controller option.

• Simple display page selection designed to
operate with any GPS unit or flight re-
corder (needs NMEA 0183).

Volkslogger   $1225*
Europe’s most popular flight recorder

• IGC approved with 12-channel GPS receiver
and integral pressure transducer. Low cur-
rent. High-contrast LCD display (2 x 16
characters) displays the direction and dis-
tance to the turnpoint or speed and course
over ground or information about the instrument status,
GPS-status, remaining memory and time of day.

• Automatic turnpoint confirmation audio signal. 9-14 VDC
operation.

• Internal data base accepts 500 turnpoints, 25 tasks, 25 air-
craft and 25 pilot names. 100 hours recording capability
with 1-60 second selectable update rate and automatic
switching at turnpoints to the pre-set turnpoint rate. Event

button to record and mark pilot-selected points (thermal
marking etc).

• NMEA output for use with Borgelt and WinPilot (and others)
and Taskfinder software.

• Task setting may be done with supplied PC program or
directly via buttons.

Taskfinder   $315*

• This Windows program offers by far the most comprehen-
sive approach to task planning and post-flight analysis
available anywhere. The options are just too numerous to
describe, but a good description is available on the website
< http://home.clara.net/eagle/ >.

• The program is only available in CD version and is complete
with turnpoint data bases from many countries including
Canada. It has the following modules: Flight Recorder Analy-
sis / Task Setting / Task Distance / Thermal Analysis.

• It is strongly recommended for clubs and individuals who
may wish to plan and review their flight traces or for use in
competition setting of tasks (used by the BGA).

WinPilot   $740 to $1040*
Moving map flight computer

• Available in three upgradeable
versions (lite, standard and pro) to
suit your instrument capability.
• The most advanced soaring
computer available anywhere us-
ing Microsoft Windows CE tech-
nology. Links to GPS for current
moving map position and visual
depiction of surrounding airspace.
• Touch screen provides instant
access to turnpoint, airport and
airspace details, final glide, and
settings. Eliminates map reading.
Adaptive display with user options.
• Final glide around multiple
turnpoints — instant display of data
at different MacCready settings,
automatic wind calculation and
display.
• More than 5000 turnpoints

capacity with sorting capability. Instant
readout of ETA and altitude required
(arrival height) simulator mode allows
exploring all features at home.

• PRO’s Thermal Analyzer page — helps you decide which
way to extend the circle to maximize lift, and when to leave
the thermal (need Volkslogger and Borgelt B50 or compat-
ible inputs), automatic switching between thermal, turn-
point and final glide display PC interface.

* Prices quoted may vary – please contact us for a quotation.
Prices in Canadian funds, excluding shipping & handling, applicable taxes, and duties.

Svein Hubinette, 343-150 Rue Berlioz, Ile des Soeurs, Que.  H3E 1K3
(514) 765-9951    e-mail: svein@videotron.ca

CANADIAN SOARING SUPPLIES
is proud to announce flight instruments and soaring software at unbeatable prices
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hangar flying

A lot of bull at
Seniors Nationals landout

I’ve heard some great landout stories over
the years but few beat the one that hap-
pened to François Pin in his PW-5. François
got low on the second turn and had to pick
a field to land in. It was a good field and he
had no problems with the landing. Soon

Shot down by an eclipse?!

You may know that there will be a complete
solar eclipse in central Europe on 11 August
1999 (around 10h30 UTC). You may also know
that the 1999 World Championships will be
held in Germany 6-13 August. That made
me wonder about what interesting conse-
quences it could have for the soaring
competitions that day, just out of curiosity ...
Of course I quickly checked whether the solar
eclipse would pass over the Bayreuth area.
Unfortunately, it will not. I don’t expect this
to be of much practical use for the soaring
community, as solar eclipses are rather rare,
but I feel it’s simply interesting to know what
effect it has.

Well, Walter Weir was “eclipsed” in May ’94 on
a cross-country on the Ridge (see ff 4/94, p23).

Stop Press – Environment Canada
in forecast scandal

It was claimed today that Environment Can-
ada issued a 24 hour weather forecast on
Friday, 23 April which subsequently proved
to be correct. The forecast for southern Al-
berta predicted strong southwest winds, eas-
ing in the afternoon. At 10 am on Saturday,
24 April, an eyewitness near the town of
Okotoks observed that the wind was indeed
from the SW and noted windspeeds of up
to 30 knots using a handheld windspeed
measuring device. Subsequent recordings
clearly established a decrease in the velocity,
to an average of 10-15 knots at noon.

A spokesman for Environment Canada
strongly denied the allegation, claiming,
“Weather forecasting is an inexact science in
which there is a statistical probability that a
forecast and the actual conditions may co-
incide; however, we cannot be held respon-
sible when such an unlikely conjunction
actually occurs.”

He also called into question the validity of
the report by noting that the eyewitness
was observed to assemble a flimsy craft
made of aluminum tubes and cloth, to which
he attached himself. In attempting to move
this craft while on a hillside, it was caught
by a wind gust, lifting both the craft and
the eyewitness into the air. What followed
was a horror ride lasting more than an hour,
with the craft at times observed to be at
least a thousand feet above the ground.
Miraculously, the gusts abated and the craft
and its hapless passenger were wafted into
the nearby valley where they came to earth
without apparent injury. “After an experi-
ence like that, I would think that the eye-
witness is in shock and unlikely to have a
clear recollection of the facts,” the spokes-
man claimed.

The eyewitness appeared remarkably cool
after his ordeal, claiming to have ‘enjoyed
the ride, even though it was a bit rough at
times.’ He insisted that his actions were
based on the forecast. The spokesman ex-
pressed grave concern that such an attitude
sets a dangerous precedent: “We can’t have
people going around and making plans on
the basis of our forecasts, can we?”

after landing, cows began to show up around
the glider. They began to lick the glider and
slobber all over it. François made several
attempts to run them off with little luck.

His biggest problem showed up soon after.
A very large and aggressive bull came on the
scene. The bull put a horn under the stab and
raised the glider off the ground. François was
able to back him up a little but he continued
to have great interest in the glider. After a
couple of runs at François, the bull seemed
to claim the glider as part of his harem. The
bull moved to the front of the glider and
began to tear at the canopy cover which was
soon in shreds on the ground. Then the bull
suddenly rose up on its hind legs and, to the
horror of François, tried to mount the glider!

The crunch of the canopy was loud and long
as the bull’s hoofs penetrated the Plexiglas.
François continued to try and run the bull off
but he appeared to be in love and wouldn’t
budge. Just in time the crew showed up and
the bull seemed threatened by the four-
wheeler and retreated from his new found
love. As I write this, François and team are in
the hangar supergluing pieces of the canopy
back together in hopes that he can fly to-
morrow.

Charlie Spratt, CD

New trailer stability factor?

One factor which you may not have consid-
ered in improving the stability of a “lively”
trailer/car combination is the shape of the
trailer’s fin. The front of the fin, if rounded or
sharp, can allow the fin to generate lift hence
variable side-forces depending on the cross-
wind component or truck gusts on the high-
way. Anecdotal evidence from owners report
that small increases in the size or shape of
the fin can have a profound effect on the
trailer’s stability.

A fix is to make the fin shape nonaerody-
namic, such as by making the front a flat
plate. One report had the safe towing speed
of a trailer rise over 30 km/h! If you have a
squirrelly trailer, it’s a simple test, so it won’t
hurt to give it a try.

rec.aviation.soaring

Gil Parcell finally hangs it up

Gil, now 76 and a well-retired professional
illustrator and contributor of drawings and
cartoons for and about our sport for many,
many years, wrote to me that he finds it
difficult to continue contributing to free flight
when I ask him. He wrote, “... I know you have
an excellent publication but the articles are
so far above my head that I’m ashamed to
say I don’t even attempt to read them. In
other words, I’m so far out of being current
that I can’t even sketch anything topical. My
experiences stop at 1970.”

I knew we would see the end of Gil sooner
or later, but I’m still sad that we will finally
lose his wonderful drawing skills and sense
of humour. I wrote back, saying:  “I am sad of
course, but completely understand your
desire to retire from further work for the
sport. You have had a magnificent run at
being the world’s premier soaring cartoon-
ist. Many agree with me, so don’t let modesty
get in the way of graciously accepting the
plaudit! Until you mentioned that the last
time you were in a glider was 28 years ago
(and only an LK-10 at best), I hadn’t realized
how quickly time has passed. You have been
a great embellishment to the sport, and a
large help to free flight over the years.

Thanks indeed.”

Readers won’t quite see the end of his great
cartoons for a little while yet; I still have a
small unused pile of his work which I mine
from time to time when what he has drawn
is just right for a new story.

Tony Burton

The legal size of glider
registration letters has shrunk

I checked the new regs governing the size
of registration marks on gliders and dis-
covered that they only have to be 3" in
height, and they don’t have to be painted on
the underside of the wing any more! Here are
the applicable regs:

h) The display of marks on the bottom sur-
face of the wings is optional,

i) Where the marks are not displayed on the
bottom surface of the wings, the height of
the marks that are displayed on the side
surfaces in accordance with subsection (g)
shall be displayed in accordance 222.01(2)(o).
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Virtual soaring,
a fast growing baby

At the IGC meeting in Seattle, Roland Stuck,
the French IGC delegate and acknowledged
guru in this area, was appointed as the FAI
“specialist” for simulated gliding. The objec-
tive of the IGC is to monitor what is going
on in this rapidly developing field.

Roland reports that simulated gliding is more
than a fancy entertainment, it may also be a
way to attract younger people to real gliding
as well as an educational tool for training
students. Therefore it may be useful to give
you some information about this topic:

To my knowledge there are essentially three
software packages allowing virtual gliding:

SFS.PC    This is the only software really
dedicated to gliding simulation, developed
by Uwe Milde and Detlev Schwetzer from
Germany. Details can be found on their web-
site: <ftp://members.aol.com/UMilde/sfs. htm>.
SFS uses a very realistic model of the physi-
cal characteristics of a sailplane. All maneu-
vers which can be flown with the real plane
can be done with SFS PC. Takeoff, landing,
soaring and hang gliding as free flight or
with evaluation are possible. You can fly
cross-country and race with other pilots. In
my opinion, the main limitation of this
software is its low resolution graphics which
make it look somewhat outdated when
compared to the graphics of the most recent
flight simulators.

Flight Unlimited   Flight Unlimited featured a
glider (Grob Twin Astir) in its first version but
unfortunately this sailplane has disappeared
from the most recent versions.

Flight Simulator 98    The most popular flight
simulator is FS-98 from Microsoft and fea-
tures a Schweizer 2-32 glider which unfor-
tunately is not very well modelled and has
poor flying characteristics. The basic program
also allows soaring on a few spots and in
some situations but it is not possible to find
lift anywhere in the FS world. However, FS-
98 is a very open program and a lot of
designers all over the world are creating
aircraft, scenery and utilities. Some of them
have designed much better gliders than the
stock Schweizer, and with realistic instrument
panels.  Here are some interesting links:

http://members.aol.com/autofastco/soar.html
(an American site with many gliders)
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/
WolfgangPiper/
(a German site with many nice old-timer
gliders)
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/
Hangar/1018/
(a Dutch site with some gliders and gliding
sites )
http://www.angelfire.com/al/flyfar/
(an adventure that allows you to soar over
California) and, of course,
http://www.Flightsim.com/
which is the most popular website for FS,
where you may find anything.

At the IGC meeting in Seattle, I met Larry
Sanderson, SSA President, who is also very
interested in gliding simulation. Since he
has some connections with Microsoft, he will
try to persuade them to integrate thermal,
ridge and wave lift in FS and to improve their
glider. I am nevertheless afraid that it will be
too late to implement in FS-2000 which is to
be released soon.

I intend to make a demo of gliding simula-
tion during the next World Gliding Cham-
pionships in Bayreuth (Germany). I plan to

MZ SUPPLIES
1450 Goth Ave, Gloucester, ON  K1T 1E4

(613) 523-2581, fax (613) 523-9322
e-mail: mgmzaqua@cmw.ca

Ulli Werneburg

Exclusive Canadian dealer for the
following outstanding aviation products:

CAMBRIDGE Aero Instruments
 Top of the line  L-NAV and S-NAV flight

computers, GPS Flight Recorders and
Variometers incl. the new Palm NAV

SAGE Variometers
Simply the best

mechanical variometers in the world.

SCHLEICHER Sailplanes

Manufacturers of the:
ASW-27, ASW-24, ASH-26, ASH-25,

ASW-22, ASK-21, ASK-23
and the new ASW-28 Std class sailplane.
One of the fabulous ASW-27s is available

Sept. 1999 at reduced price!

CONFOR Foam
The ideal aviation shock absorbing

material for maximum safety & comfort.

o) The height of the letters in the marks
displayed on a heavier-than-air aircraft, that
does not display marks under the wing or
cabin shall be 30 cm (11.8"), except where
the dimensions of the structure does not
permit the display of 30 cm (11.8") marks, in
which case, the height of each letter in the
marks shall be as high as possible while
allowing for a border of 5 cm (1.97") in
accordance with subparagraph 222.01(1)-
(b)(iii). In no case shall the height of the
letters be less than 15 cm (5.9"); except for
gliders, amateur built aircraft and ultralight
aeroplanes where the height of the letters
shall be not less than 7.5 cm (3").

Jim Carpenter, on SAC Roundtable

use FS-98 with good scenery of the Bayreuth
airport which is in the commercial add-on
“German Airports” as well as thermals ran-
domly distributed, with a program created
by Ed Dumas Sr. If I can find a second fast
PC, it should even be possible to organize
races in a multi-player mode over the task
given for the real contest.

I also have another project to “replay” with
FS-98 a real glider flight using the data
recorded by a GPS flight recorder. With the
use of satellite textures and 3D terrain maps,
the landscapes are now becoming more and
more realistic in FS and it would be very
interesting to render a real flight in the 3D
world of FS-98. This project is quite ambitious
and I hope to find the necessary skills to
realize it.

Alvaro de Orleans-Borbon responded to the
above report with: “I am very happy that you
formally undertook to promote “simsoaring”
— I am convinced that with your knowledge
and drive you will carry it very far. A few
small comments concerning your project
outlined above:

1 It may be useful to have either a unified
format for the flight data of real and sim-
ulated flights, or a handy format converter
between the real and the sim data files.

2 At the FAI level, we should urgently
consider promoting a simple philosophy: all
logged flights, real or simulated, produce
logfiles of the same structure. For instance, it
could be a "*.flt" file format, the *.igc format
becoming a compatible subset of it. The *.flt
format would essentially add info concern-
ing the nature of the flight (real or simulated,
gliding or aerobatic or air rally, etc.) ...

3 You may consider talking to the various
companies and individuals involved in dev-
eloping evaluation software for gliding
flights. Some of them may see a bigger
market for their products if they introduce
bridges from real to simulated flights, and
may therefore do a lot of the work for the
project you mention above.

4 The quest for new gliding competition
philosophies would become much easier if
we could have a “simulated testbed” for them.
Many such new philosophies require new
software to score the flights, which in turn
is a big deterrent, because of the long dev-
elopment cycle involved if you had to
develop and test the software only in real
flights.”

It’s an interesting development which I think
will see rapid technical evolution. In the year
200?, will pilots download their flight recorder
data and the day’s met info and tephigram,
generate the countryside with 3D topographic
data for the area, put on a VR helmet and fly
the course again — against other pilots even?
Could you re-fly a task to see where improve-
ments could be made?   Tony
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Canadian Advanced Soaring

During the winter CAS has been quite active
preparing for the upcoming cross-country
and competition season. Nick Bonnière has
completed the NMEA flight recorders and
they are now being tested by a few people,
myself included. All the details about the
recorder and how to connect it to your GPS
and battery can be found on Nick’s webpage:
<http://www.magma.ca/~bonnfutt/Varicalc/
NMEArecorder/>. Nick has designed a very
versatile unit — there are three separate
methods in which power can be supplied to
the unit and two methods in which the
recorder may be connected to your GPS.

I have been using the recorder with my Filser
GPS, and have encountered no problems. It
took me about three hours one evening to
do the wiring for battery and GPS connec-
tions as well as computer connections for
download.

The recorders will again be tested at the
MayFly contest prior to the Nationals to
ensure that there are no bugs in the system.
Remember that GPS is now the only means
of flight verification allowed in the Nationals;
so, if you need one of these units for the
competition, make sure you get your entry
fee in early so you can rent one of the
recorders from 1 June until the end of the
competition for $50 plus postage.

The CAS Decentralized National Competition
begins this summer. It is a ladder type com-
petition and is open to all CAS members.
The rules for the competition will follow a
system similar to the previous Ontario Soar-
ing Ladder. The plan is to have the scoring
system automated through a web-based
program that will instantly process your data
and publish the results. There will be three

We cleared the gondola cables by a 100 yards
or so, and reluctantly turned for the return
trip. I had a few minutes at the controls:
comfortable light elevator control, heavier
but still very acceptable aileron resistance,
and good rudder action. The trip home was
only marked by an unexpected bout of
circling in zero lift at 1000 feet above the
False Bay surf. Martin explained that it was
due to an ATC instruction to hold short of the
takeoff line from the Cape Town airport as a
Boeing took off.

With a fighter approach at Stellenbosch, we
dived from our downwind leg at 2000 feet
onto the final approach leg, and greased the
Sperber on for a long landing run on a
down-sloping section of the runway. Martin
wouldn’t even let me fill his gas tank. We
retired to the clubhouse for a soft drink, and
Martin was soon off to take another friend
for a flight.

Who’d a thought it? from page 9 There was an odd coincidence we learned
about on our return home to Ottawa. Dr. van
Voxel, the South African doctor who had
spoken to our son, paid a visit home while
we were in his country. He visited the top of
Table Mountain on the exact morning of our
flight. Guess what he saw flying by ... ?

Barrie was one of the early members of SAC,
and was a Director and the Secretary in 1949.
That year,  while with the Gatineau Gliding Club
(then located at Carp airport west of Ottawa),
he won SAC’s BAIC trophy for the best flight of
the year with a record 142 km straight distance
flight in a Grunau Baby from Carp, Ontario. In
1955 he achieved Canada’s first Diamond Goal
and Gold C badge, completing a 315 km task
from Carp to Windsor Mills, QC (north of Sher-
brooke). This story is detailed in the free flight
1/95 anniversary issue.

In 1947, while at UBC, he was involved in
getting one of the three German war booty
Grunau Baby gliders from Arnprior, ON, to the

UBC Soaring Club, where it was to undergo
“flight evaluations”. *

In 1952, Barrie was a member of the Canadian
team at the World competition in Cuatros
Vientos, Spain, flying with Frank Woodward in
the two-place event.

Tony Burton

I claim a personal connection with Barrie — 13
Sept 1959 was the first time I was ever in a
glider and he was one of my instructors that
day in a Pratt-Read at Cold Lake. Barrie  writes:
“coincidentally, that year turned out to be the
end of my soaring career (eye problems). But
I had had a fine time for some fifteen years,
enjoyed gliding in BC, Alberta, Ontario, Quebec,
and even in Europe, and best of all, met some
of my best and oldest friends through the
sport.”

* Trying their Wings – BC gliding history from
the 20s to the 80s, 1989, by Lloyd Bungey, $10 +
$3 p&h. Copies available from free flight editor.

divisions for the competition,  Beginners (no
300 km badge legs), a Weekend division, and
an Open division for the lucky few who can
fly mid-week. At the end of the soaring
season (1 May – 31 October) the winner in
each division will be announced and pre-
sented a trophy. Watch for details on the CAS
web page.

There are several CAS sponsored events plan-
ned this summer that you should consider
attending. The first, MayFly, is a low stress
entry-level competition at the Gatineau Glid-
ing Club on the Victoria Day weekend. For
more information visit http://www.cmw.ca/
mgmzaqua/MayFly/index.html. Next is the
Canadian Nationals being hosted by Cham-
plain, near Montreal, 27 June – 8 July. Im-
mediately after that is the eastern CAS
cross-country clinic being hosted by MSC at
Hawkesbury from 19-23 July. SOSA’s annual
Mudbowl contest will be held on the Aug-
ust long weekend (31 July – 2 August). The
southwestern CAS cross-country clinic will be
held at SOSA from 16-20 Aug, followed by a
weekend fun contest for the clinic partici-
pants and anyone else who is interested.
Finally, the Ontario Provincials will be held
on Labour Day weekend in SW Ontario. We
are still looking for a host for the Provincials,
so if your club is interested, contact me.

CAS now has a web page up and running in
conjunction with the SAC site. You can get
to it through the SAC site or directly at
www.sac.ca/cas/casindex.html. Many thanks
to Terry McElligott for designing the site. We
hope to use it to publish the newsletters,
CAS events and also as a resource for pilots
who want to learn more about cross-country
soaring.  Send us your comments.

Another item of interest for cross-country
pilots is the “Club” category of Canadian

records. This category was started in 1998
and is open to all sailplanes having a handi-
cap of 1.00 or higher. No claims were made
in this category last year, but you will see on
the “Records” page that the gold rush has
started, so if you are out just flying for fun
why don’t you add some spice and go for a
RECORD distance and/or speed flight. The
only thing you have to do beyond the usual
badge flight preparation is to seal the camera
to its mount and, if your OO also records an
accurate start and finish time, you may also
get a speed record.

Dave Springford

❖

Glider destroyed by lightning

An ASK-21 from Dunstable, England was des-
troyed in mid-air after being hit by lighting
Saturday, 17 April. The P1 was Pete Goldstraw
and P2 Graham Cooper. They sustained minor
injuries. The following report by club mem-
ber Dave Kahn was posted on the rec.avia-
tion.soaring newsgroup:

At about 5 pm on Saturday we saw heavy
rain coming in from the west and decided to
put the K13s in the hangar. There was also a
huge cu-nim looming up. I was feeling a little
disappointed that I hadn’t been able to find
a spare club glider a few minutes before as
the sky was looking very interesting and I
rather wanted to be up there.

Thought for the day

If a pilot buries his head in
 the cockpit then, sooner or later,

someone will have to bury
the rest of him.

BGA Gliding Safety newsletter

➯ next page
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Western SAC Instructors’ Course           4-10 July
Cu Nim, Black Diamond, AB. Minimum expe-
rience – 125 flights, 20 hours P1, CFI recom-
mendation. We will be flying Blaniks on
aerotow. Registration $150, flying cost about
$200. Existing instructors are welcome to at-
tend as a refresher (no fee required). Contact
Terry Southwood (403) 255-4667.

27th Cowley Summer Camp 24 Jul - 2 Aug
For details, guidebook, etc, contact Tony
Burton  (403) 625-4563, < free-flt@agt.net>

Coming
Events

Just as I was approaching the apron in front
of the hangar there was a tremendous light-
ning flash followed about eight seconds
later by a sharp and very loud clap of thun-
der. As we were putting the gliders away,
rumours began to come in of an accident.
Parachutes and descending wreckage had
been seen, but reports differed. Some had
seen two parachutes, others three.

Because of the wreckage we initially thought
it must have been either a mid-air or a single
glider caught in the cu-nim and breaking up.
As the remaining gliders landed it became
clear that we were missing only one. There
was a very anxious fifteen minutes or so
before we knew for certain that the pilots
were only slightly hurt.

Pete is an experienced and popular instructor
at Dunstable. Graham was his pupil on a one
day course. It was his first ever day of gliding.
They were flying under a clear blue sky at
2500 feet about three miles from the cloud’s
leading edge. According to a witness on the
ground, a ball (yes, ball) of lightning flew out
of the cloud and hit the glider. Immediately
the right wing exploded and fell away. As the
glider began to spiral down the left wing also
came off and the pilots bailed out. Graham
landed on the roof of a disused garage and,

I believe, managed to get himself down. He
was slightly hurt, complaining of a sore arm
and a stiff neck. Peter landed in a field but
fractured his ankle. He also suffered slight
burns to his neck and the back of his head.
His yellow fleece jacket was blackened.

Both pilots have damaged ear drums but
neither has lost his hearing completely.

Graham visited back at the club today (Sun-
day). We offered him a free week’s course but
his girlfriend suggested that they’d rather
have book tokens. Peter is in hospital and will
probably be discharged on Tuesday. He is
dazed, but in reasonable spirits. He talked (or
rather shouted) Graham out of the glider
before baling out himself.

This was a bizarre accident. The skin of the
right wing was completely blown off as
was part of the skin from the fuselage. It
probably accounted for the third parachute
some witnesses had reported. The control
rods were melted through. It appears as
though the rapid heating caused air and/or
water trapped inside the glass fibre structure
to expand rapidly and literally explode. If
the same thing had happened to a powered
aircraft of similar construction, the fuel tanks
would almost certainly have exploded too.

The wreckage is being removed to Farn-
borough for [examination].

We owe a debt of gratitude to our recently
departed CFI Jed Edyvean who introduced
the compulsory wearing of parachutes in
club gliders. Up until about two years ago
we generally did not use them in two-seaters
except for aerobatics. A Dunstable parachute
repacking rush is now expected and basic
instructors are being doubly careful about
parachute and bailout briefings.

6. All flight verification is done using the on-
board GPS/FR equipment.

The turnpoint separation distance can easily
be increased or decreased by a simple modi-
fication of the computer program. Changes
in turnpoint separation may be desirable or
necessary when extremely short or long tasks
are being considered for the day in question.
Decreasing the turnpoint separation ob-
viously creates more possible turnpoints,
which may be needed for the generation of
short tasks. Different task sectors may be
chosen for different classes.

Start and finish Current start and fin-
ish procedures would be used. The start

would be radio silent and use unlimited start
height. As pointed out earlier, several GPS
defined start points would be located near
the airfield. Finishes would be conventional
by flying across a finish line at the end of
the task.

Objections Any major objections might
be considered here with possible fixes sug-
gested. Example – unfair if pilot’s turnpoint
is weathered in. Solution – pilot could be
given two possible tasks with different last
turnpoints which are fairly close together
(5-15 kilometres).

Scoring The above proposed task
concept would not affect the scoring.
Therefore it is intended (at this time at least)
to continue using the existing scoring algor-

ithms for speed and distance although there
is no reason that new ideas for scoring can-
not be developed in time.

Conclusion It is felt that this type of task-
ing will increase flying safety and reduce the
amount of “follow the leader” flying while
maintaining the philosophy of closed course
glider racing in a defined and limited geo-
graphical area. Modern computer systems
and the advent of GPS technology have
made possible the exploration of new task
ideas while maintaining most of the rich
history of soaring competition philosophies.
We invite your comments and are grateful for
your critiques. It is clear that this is just the
first step in the development of the above
tasking concept, perhaps it might be the
starting point for further discussions.

❖

New competition task from page 10

❖

free flight  •  vol libre
bind and protect 12 issues of free flight

colour choice:  Blue Marble & silver foil or Forest Green & gold foil

$12.95 + $3.95 P&H (for 1 or more binders)
8% PST (Ont) & GST – VISA, Mastercard, cheque

Parker Albums of Canada
Box 840, North Bay, ON  P1B 8K1

(705) 472-1620, (705) 495-0800 (fax), david@parkeralbums.ca
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SAC news

Board of directors meeting

On Feb 27, 28 and March 1, in conjunction
with the SAC AGM, the SAC board held
its winter meeting. The meeting opened
with a discussion of the AGM format and
how we can make these meetings more
appealing to the membership at large. The
attendance at the last two meetings has
been disappointing in spite of the efforts of
the organizers. The conclusion was that SAC
lacks the critical size to be able to afford the
sort of speakers that will draw a crowd. One
solution is to hold the AGM in conjunction
with other aviation related organizations or
events. Several possibilities were considered
including holding an AGM in conjunction
with the SSA, the hang gliding association,
the sport aviation show in Toronto and a
cross-country clinic. The board felt it would
be best to rotate, from year to year, among
these different events to maintain interest,
and see which are best attended. While there
may be some controversy over holding an
AGM in conjunction with the SSA, it would
give the boards of our two organizations an
opportunity to meet and explore areas of
mutual interest.

The board is monitoring the efforts by other
national soaring organizations to combine or
cooperate with their corresponding national
hang gliding associations. We have had some
discussions about the possibility of sharing
office space and administrative support with
the Hang Gliding and Parapente Association
of Canada. These discussions have not pro-
duced any results to date.

Jim McCollum reported that SAC has suc-
cessfully defended our ability to fly two seat
motorgliders under a glider pilot licence.
Transport Canada had wanted to modify the
CARs to require a private pilot licence in
order to fly a two seat motorglider. In another
development it appears that SAC, in con-
junction with COPA, has been successful in
eliminating the radio licence fee. The savings
to the soaring community from the elimin-
ation of this fee will in part offset the Nav
Canada fees on towplanes that came into
effect recently. SAC is continuing to defend
our transponder exemption. The Airline
Transport Association seems intent on elim-
inating this exemption. So far, Transport
Canada supports our position.

Once again, we have had another poor year
of accident claims. The total claims and
reserves over the past three years exceed
$3.5 million.

Pierre Pepin was confirmed as President,
Richard Longhurst as VP, and Jim McCollum
as secretary and treasurer. The Steering &
Finance committee is Pierre, Richard and

Jim, with Howard Loewen as an alternate.

The Aero Club of Canada has come up with
a fee formula that was accepted to all of
its member organizations. The aeroclub is
Canada’s representative to the FAI and the
board has been working hard to press our
case for a more equitable, and less arbitrary,
fee allocation. The result has been a reduc-
tion in our assessment of over $2500 per
year. The board still feels that SAC’s Aeroclub
assessment remains excessive. There are two
issues: the value SAC members receive from
the FAI, and the fact that SAC’s per member
assessment is over four times that of another
organization. The value and cost of FAI ser-
vices is also an area of concern. There is a
committee at the FAI studying their fee struc-
ture and the board felt it should wait until
this committee presents its report before
taking any further action.

The issue of contest funding was discussed.
Current funding arrangements have been
overtaken by events, with the increase in the
number of world contests (there are now, or
will soon be, sports class, world class, world
air games, junior, motorglider, and 18 metre
championships in addition to the traditional
15 metre, Standard and Open class cham-
pionships). There is only a very limited
amount of money available from the Wolf
Mix Fund and allocating this money in a fair
and meaningful manner is a challenge. A
further complication is that Revenue Canada
regulations must be adhered to.

David McAsey reported on his progress in
updating the SAC Procedures Manual. The
board reviewed a sample section that David
had prepared. Once the manual is complete,
it will be published on the SAC web site.

The board identified four priorities that SAC
will address over the next few years. The four
priorities are:

• Institute a new format for the AGM based
on the ideas discussed earlier in the meeting.

• Institute an ongoing, effective member-

ship promotion plan at the national level.

• Improve member retention by instituting
an ongoing, effective plan to promote cross-
country soaring and competitions. The first
step in this plan is to expand the mandate
of the competition committee to include pro-
moting cross-country flying.

• Split the Ontario Zone into two to provide
better representation for Ontario. Currently a
single board member represents Ontario,
where over forty percent of our members
reside. It is difficult for a single representative
to maintain contact with so many clubs and
represent their views to the board. The On-
tario zone director also has an unreasonably
high workload given that there are many
organizations and activities that affect SAC
in and around Southern Ontario. The board
supported this initiative unanimously.

After the discussion of these priorities, the
meeting adjourned. The board wishes all SAC
members a good and safe flying season in
1999.

Howard Loewen

Operating daily April to October in Pemberton, BC

• excellent mountain scenery with thermals to 12,500 feet
• camp at the airport, B&B, or stay in Whistler
• area offers a wide variety of summer activities

Glider rentals: DG-202, L-13 Blanik, L-33 Solo
Instruction: glider pilot courses or book a number of lessons

For more information, ph (604) 894-5727, fax (604) 894-5776
e-mail: jwatson@mountain-inter.net

Come and soar with the bald eagles!

PEMBERTON SOARING CENTRE

Price change on the “A” pin

I received a new shipment of “A” pins in
the SAC office recently. As you know, we
dropped the price of the “B” pin and the
Bronze badge last year to encourage more
clubs to issue them. While this marketing
scheme was a failure, I wonder whether it
would not make sense to price the “A” pin
the same, ie. $3.00. This way all pins issued
by the clubs would be $3.00.

Jim McCollum

Clubs should hold a stock of “A” badges to give
to new solo pilots – it is a nice presentation to
go along with the wildflower bouquet, and
gives the proud new pilot something visible to
wear on his hat. The “B” badge is also further
encouragement to maintain steady progess
in learning soaring skills which should be a
major focus of club training beyond the basics.
Do it.    Tony
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ATLANTIC ZONE

BLUENOSE SOARING CLUB
Dick Vine
11 Garrett Street
Dartmouth, NS  B2W 2N9
(902) 434-1573

QUEBEC ZONE

AERO CLUB DES OUTARDES
Gérard Savey
16 Place Valmont
Loraine, QC  J6Z 3X8
(514) 621-4891

ASSOCIATION DE VOL À
VOILE CHAMPLAIN
Sylvain Bourque
820 des Grosseilliers
Boucherville, QC  J4B 5S2
(514) 771-0500

CLUB DE VOL À VOILE
DE QUEBEC
Gilles Boily
12235, Mgr Cooke
Quebec, QC  G2M 2M5
(418) 843-8596

MONTREAL SOARING
COUNCIL
Box 1082
St-Laurent, QC  H4Z 4W6
(613) 632-5438 (airfield)

CLUB DE VOL À VOILE
MONT VALIN
3434 Ch. Ste Famille
Chicoutimi, QC  G7H 5B1

ONTARIO ZONE

AIR SAILING CLUB
Christopher Manning
417 Lakeshore Road East
Oakville, ON  L6J 1K1
(905) 849-4596

ARTHUR GLIDING CLUB
10 Courtwood Place
North York, ON  M2K 1Z9

BASE BORDEN SOARING
Ray Leiska
88 Saskatchewan Blvd
Borden, ON  L0M 1C0
(705) 424-2432 H
(705) 424-1200 ext 2479 B

BEAVER VALLEY SOARING
Doug Munro
187 Chatham Avenue
Toronto, ON  M4J 1K8
(416) 466-1046

BONNECHERE SOARING
Iver Theilmann
7 Hoffman Avenue
Petawawa, ON  K8H 2J4
(613) 687-6836

CENTRAL ONTARIO
SOARING ASSOCIATION
Bob Leger
866 Hyland Street
Whitby, ON  L1N 6S1
(905) 668-5111 H
(416) 973-8534 B

ERIN SOARING SOCIETY
Box 36060
9025 Torbram Rd
Bramalea, ON  L6S 6A3

GATINEAU GLIDING CLUB
Andrew Robinson
50 Majestic Drive
Nepean, ON  K2G 1C8
(613) 226-7616

GREAT LAKES GLIDING
Richard Longhurst
100 – 1446 Don Mills Road
Don Mills, ON  M3B 3N6
(416) 391-2900 (H)
(416) 391-3100 ext 250 (B)
(416) 391-2748 (F)

SASKATOON SOARING CLUB
Brian Galka
203B Reid Road
Saskatoon, SK  S7N 2W5
(306) 652-7966 H
(306) 956-7200 B

WESTMAN SOARING CLUB
Dennis Descoteau
400 - 4 Street
Brandon, MB  R7A 3H2
(204) 726-1230 H
(204) 727-1603 F

WINNIPEG GLIDING CLUB
Susan or Mike Maskell
489 Lodge Avenue
Winnipeg, MB  R3J 0S5
(204) 831-8746

SWAN VALLEY SOARING ASSN
Brian Tigg, Box 922
Swan River, MB  R0L 1Z0
(204) 734-5771

ALBERTA ZONE

CENTRAL ALBERTA SOARING CLUB
John Mulder
141 Bergen Crescent NW
Calgary, AB  T3K 1J2
(403) 739-4449 H
(403) 216-4051 B
jamulder@telusplanet.net

COLD LAKE SOARING CLUB
Box 5108, Stn Forces
Cold Lake, AB  T9M 2C3
(780) 594-SOAR

CU NIM GLIDING CLUB
Al Hoar
6316 Dalsby Road NW
Calgary, AB  T3A 1Y4
(403) 288-7205 H
(403) 569-4311 B
hoarra@cadvision.com

EDMONTON SOARING CLUB
John Broomhall
1040 - 107 Street
Edmonton, AB  T6J 6H2
(780) 438-3268
john@cips.ca

S A C   C l u b s
GRANDE PRAIRIE
SOARING SOCIETY
Box 22044
Grande Prairie, AB  T8V 6X1
(780) 539-6991

PACIFIC ZONE

ALBERNI VALLEY
SOARING ASSN
Doug Moore
RR3  Site 310  C6
Port Alberni, BC  V9Y 7L7
(250) 723-9385

ASTRA
Harry Peters
30264 Sunset Crescent
Mount Lehman, BC  V4X 1Y5
(604) 856-5456

BULKLEY VALLEY SOARING
Ted Schmidt
Box 474
Smithers, BC  V0J 2N0
(250) 847-3585
(250) 847-2231

EAST KOOTENAY SOARING CLUB
Don Miller
Box 276
Invermere, BC  V0A 1K0
(250) 342-3201 H
(250) 342-3811 B

PEMBERTON SOARING
Christine Timm
9280 - 168 Street
Surrey, BC  V4N 3G3
(604) 589-0653

SILVER STAR SOARING ASSN
John Urbas
7909 Kalview Drive
Vernon, BC  V1B 2S3
(250) 542-0529 H
(250) 545-3874 F

VANCOUVER SOARING ASSN
David Clair
3223 West 26 Avenue
Vancouver, BC  V6L 1W2
(604) 739-4265 H
dclair@istar.ca

GUELPH GLIDING &
SOARING ASSOCIATION
Paul Nelson
183 Norfolk Street
Guelph, ON  N1H 4K1
(519) 821-9610
(519) 821-8550 F

LONDON SOARING SOCIETY
Sue & Chris Eaves
11 Pinehurst Drive
Dorchester, ON  N0L 1G2

RIDEAU GLIDING CLUB
Box 307
Kingston, ON  K7L 4W2
(613) 389-0485

RIDEAU VALLEY SOARING
Box 1164 (served by machine)
Manotick, ON  K4M 1A9
(613) 489-2691

SOSA GLIDING CLUB
Pat O’Donnell
74 Lincoln Avenue
Brantford, ON  N3T 4S9
(519) 753-9136

TORONTO SOARING CLUB
Stephen Foster
10 Blyth Street
Richmond Hill, ON  L4E 2X7
(905) 773-4147

YORK SOARING ASSOCIATION
10 Courtwood Place
North York, ON  M2K 1Z9

PRAIRIE ZONE

PRINCE ALBERT GLIDING
& SOARING CLUB
Keith Andrews
219 Scissons Court
Saskatoon, SK  S7S 1B7
(306) 249-1859 H
(306) 933-7498 B

REGINA GLIDING &
SOARING CLUB
Jim Thompson
(306) 789-1535 H
(306) 352-5252 W

L33 Solo
 Easy to fly

Type approved
Superb cockpit visibility

Proven all weather durability
Over 50 L23s flying in North America!

Great club and cross–country ship
Type approved in Canada
Outlasts fibreglass
Great value

L23
Super Blanik

For all–metal quality, nothing beats a Blanik!

Telephone  (509) 884-8305 • Fax (509) 884-9198

       
   contact BLANIK AMERICA, INC. for a competitive quote Box 1124, Wenatchee, WA, USA  98807-1124
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3 Sumac Court, Burketon, RR2, Blackstock, ON  L0B 1B0
(905) 263-4374, <waltweir@inforamp.net>

The following badge legs were recorded in the Canadian
Soaring Register during the period 15 Dec 1998 to 10 May 1999.

DIAMOND BADGE
91 Larry Springford SOSA

SILVER BADGE
911 Bruno Begin Quebec

DIAMOND GOAL   (300 km goal flight)
Bruno Begin Quebec 315.1 km Std Jantar St Raymond, QC

DIAMOND ALTITUDE   (5000 m gain)
Larry Springford SOSA 5350 m LS-4 Omarama, NZ

GOLD DISTANCE   (300 km flight)
Bruno Begin Quebec 315.1 km Std Jantar St Raymond, QC

SILVER DISTANCE   (50 km flight)
Bruno Begin Quebec 157.5 km Std Jantar St Raymond, QC
Nigel Holmes SOSA 51.0 km 1-26 Rockton, ON

SILVER DURATION   (5 hour flight)
Jean-Marc Piuze Quebec 5:18 h Grob 102 St Raymond, QC
Bruno Begin Quebec 5:06 h Std Jantar St Raymond, QC
François Tanguay Outardes 5:13 h K8 Bromont, QC
J. Claude Corbeil Outardes 5:10 h Blanik L-13 Bromont, QC
Jacques Lemay Outardes 5:08 h Blanik L-33 Bromont, QC
Daniel Bernier Outardes 5:20 h Blanik L-33 Bromont, QC
Donald Lamont London 5:21 h 1-34 Embro, ON

SILVER ALTITUDE   (1000 m gain)
Jean-Marc Piuze Quebec 1200 m Grob 102 St Raymond, QC
Bruno Begin Quebec 1190 m Std Jantar St Raymond, QC
Nigel Holmes SOSA 1280 m 1-26 Rockton, ON

C BADGE   (1 hour flight)
2612 Marc-André Boulianne   Quebec 1:26 h Grob 102 St Raymond, QC
2613 André Lepage Quebec 1:17 h Blanik L-23 St Raymond, QC
2614 Antoine Babin Quebec 1:04 h Blanik L-23 St Raymond, QC
2615 Jean-Marc Piuze Quebec 5:18 h Grob 102 St Raymond, QC
2616 François Tanguay Outardes 5:13 h K8 Bromont, QC

Please enclose payment with order; price includes postage. GST not
required. Ontario residents, add 8% sales tax. Items 1–6 and 13–18
available from SAC office. Check with your club first if you are look-
ing for forms.

Votre paiement dévrait accompagner la commande. La livraison est
incluse dans le prix. TPS n’est pas requise. Les résidents de l’Ontario sont
priés d’ajouter la taxe de 8%. Les articles 1–6 et 13-18 sont disponibles au
bureau de l’ACVV.

SAC SUPPLIES FOR CERTIFICATES AND BADGES ARTICLES ACVV POUR CERTIFICATS ET INSIGNES
 1 FAI ‘A’ badge, silver plate pin  $ 6.00 Insigne FAI ‘A’, plaqué argent
 2 FAI ‘B’ badge, silver plate pin  $ 6.00 Insigne FAI ‘B’, plaqué argent
 3 SAC BRONZE badge pin (available from your club)                 (12 for $55)  $ 6.00 Insigne ACVV BRONZE (disponible au club)
 4 FAI ‘C’ badge, cloth, 3" dia.  $ 6.00 Insigne FAI ‘C’, écusson en tissu, 3" dia.
 5 FAI SILVER badge, cloth 3" dia. $12.00 Insigne FAI ARGENT, écusson en tissu, 3" dia.
 6 FAI GOLD badge, cloth 3" dia. $12.00 Insigne FAI OR, écusson en tissu, 3" dia.
 7 FAI ‘C’ badge, silver plate pin  $ 5.00 Insigne FAI ‘C’, plaqué argent
 8 FAI SILVER badge, pin $45.00 Insigne FAI ARGENT
 9 FAI GOLD badge, gold plate pin $45.00 Insigne FAI OR, plaqué or

Items 7–12 ordered through FAI awards chairman – see Committees list Les articles 7–12 sont disponibles au président des prix de la FAI
Items 10, 11 not stocked – external purchase approval given Les articles 10, 11 ne sont pas en stock – permis d’achat externe

10 FAI GOLD badge 10k or 14k pin Insigne FAI OR, 10k ou 14k
11 FAI DIAMOND badge, 10k or 14k pin and diamonds Insigne FAI DIAMAND, 10k ou 14k et diamands
12 FAI Gliding Certificate (personal record of badge achievements) $10.00 Certificat FAI de vol à voile (receuil des insignes)

Processing fee for each FAI application form submitted $15.00 Frais de services pour chaque formulaire de demande soumis
13 FAI badge application (download from SAC website forms page)    n/c Formulaire de demande pour insignes
14 Official Observer application (download from SAC website forms page)    n/c Formulaire de demande pour observateur officiel
15 SAC Flight Trophies application (download from SAC website forms page)    n/c Formulaire de demande pour trophées de vol de l’ACCV
16 FAI Records application (download from SAC website forms page)    n/c Formulaire de demande pour records FAI
17 Flight Declaration (download from SAC website forms page)    n/c Formulaire de déclaration de vol par feuille

The following record claim has been approved:

Date of flight 28 Jan 1999
Record type Free O&R distance, citizen
FAI category DOG[M] 3.2.5.6
Pilot / Crew Charles Yeates / Kris Yeates
Sailplane type Twin Astir, VH-IKU
Distance claimed 259.9 km
Task completed Waikerie, S Australia to 35° 06.51'S, 140° 53.77'E
Previous record Unclaimed

The following record claims have been received:

Date of Flight 5 May 1999
Pilot Alan Hoar
Sailplane type Std Cirrus, C-GEOD
FAI category SAC only (Club category)
Task completed Black Diamond a/p to Hwy 22 Oldman R. bridge

to McGregor reservoir bridge (E side) and return
Record types 1.  300 km triangle speed, territorial – 61.7 km/h

2.  Three TP distance, territorial – 319.6 km
3.  Triangle distance, territorial – 319.6 km

Previous records All unclaimed

404 Moray Street, Winnipeg, MB  R3J 3A5
(204) 837-1585, <dhengr@mb.sympatico.ca>

2617 J. Claude Corbeil Outardes 5:10 h Blanik L-13 Bromont, QC
2618 Jacques Lemay Outardes 5:08 h Blanik L-33 Bromont, QC
2619 Daniel Bernier Outardes 5:20 h Blanik L-33 Bromont, QC
2620 Raymond Wood SOSA 1:21 h 1-26 Rockton, ON
2621 Donald Lamont London 5:21 h 1-34 Embro, ON
2622 Nigel Holmes SOSA 2:10 h 1-26 Rockton, ON
2623 Denis Forget Borden 1:14 h 2-33 Borden, ON

On August 22, 1999 Bruno Begin of the Quebec club flew a 315
kilometre Out and Return to earn his entire Silver badge plus Gold
distance and Diamond goal. Congratulations Bruno!

Dave Hennigar
records

Walter WeirFAI badges
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wanted & misc

single seat
BG12A,  excellent condition and flies well. Retiring
and must sell.  Fibreglass trailer, port. radio, Security
150 chute and wing covers. 34:1. $3500 - cheaper
than renting! (250) 344-6685, <wag@rockies.net>

1-23, CF-ZBR, #16, 2404 h, beautifully redone, two
varios, airspeed, G-meter. This glider is all metal, fully
aerobatic, and comes with a trailer. Only $11,000.
Matt Kazacoff, (250) 342-3006, <kaz@rockies.net>

Skylark 4, fully equipped with trailer, hangared at
GGC. Andrew Robinson (613) 226-7616 (H), (613) 713-
2299 (W), (613) 237-4152 (F), <andrewro@netcom.ca>

Skylark 4, excellent condition, instruments, O2, baro-
graph, parachute, trailer, hangared at GGC. $11,000.
Bill Park (613) 947-1371 <bill.park@ccrs.nrcan.gc.ca>

Ka6CR, fibreglassed trailer, portable aircraft radio,
28 foot chute. Call Eric Durance days at (519) 973-
2728 or evenings at (519) 969-7889.

Jantar Std 2, #1207, 383h, basic instruments + PZL
mech. vario, Rico elec vario with electronic TE, T&B,
Dittel 720 ch. radio. Annualled and no damage
history, enclosed all-alum trailer, tail dolly, wing
covers. Contact: Paul Yardy, (905) 863-5728 (W)
<Paul.Yardy@nt.com>

Jantar Std 2, C-GGEA, 747h, excellent cond, alum
enclosed trailer. Rico, g-meter, EdoAire radio, chute.
Asking $26,500. Réjean Dallaire (514) 449-6333 (W),
(514) 635-3470 (H)  <rejean@cegerco.com>

Pilatus B4, C-FHES, 1400h, standard instruments,
alum Minden-type trailer. $22,000. Heinz Portmann
(403) 720-0262 (W).

PIK20Bc, C–GXWD, carbon fibre, 820h, vg cond, new
paint, Ball 400 c/w netto & cruise, Edoaire 720 radio,
chute, O2, gear warning. Call Lee Coates at (403) 242-
3056 or Denis Bergeron at (403) 526-4560.

PIK20D, this is the model with both flaps and spoil-
ers, high performance yet docile. Chute, water, good
basic instr package, factory trailer. US registered.
$32,500 firm. Brian Hollington (604) 467-0020.

SZD-55-1, brand new, to be registered as C-GENQ.
Spring delivery. Trailer available. Ed Hollestelle, (519)
461-1464 ph/fx, <solairecanada@compuserve.com>

Ventus B, C-GVRS “26”, in excellent condition, 812
hours. Fully instrumented with Ilec computer, Ball
vario, Dittel 720 channel radio, O2, Masak winglets
and Cobra trailer. Call or e-mail Lee (403) 242-3056,
<coatesl@cadvision.com> or Rod (403) 240-4374,
<crutcher@med.ucalgary.ca>

IILEC SB-7 variometer,  2 SB-7 varios, good condi-
tion, working order, with manuals, no flask needed,
asking $US500 each.  One 57mm averager readout
for SB-7, $US150. Kevin Clifton, (306) 978-1832,
<kev@envistatech.com>

Radio trade – a panel mounted radio for an ICOM
IC-A2 handheld. Mike Cook (250) 427-5471

Winch, single drum with 3500 ft of cable, V-8 pow-
ered, very low time on engine. On single axle with
hitch. Excellent economical launches. Eric Durance
(519) 969-7889, Kurt Moser (eves) (519) 250-6748.

Glider wanted  Used LS4, LS6, Discus-b, Glasflügel
304, Ventus-C, ASW19, ASW20, or ASW24. Ernst
Schneider <ews@compuma.com>

Winter barograph, 20,000 feet - smoke type - 3 speed
drum revolution: $300 obo.  Garmin 55 gps aviation
data base $400. Two Minolta data back cameras,
one year old! $60 each, $100 for both.  Varicalc au-
dio vario / final glide computer $450. (Almost a
garage sale). André Pepin tel: (450) 923-3631, e-mail:
arcapep@cam.org

Canadian Soaring Supplies   Borgelt instruments
and soaring software. Svein Hubinette, 343-150 Rue
Berlioz, Ile de Soeurs, QC  H3E 1K3, (514) 765-9951
<svein@videotron.net>

Barograph calibration, most makes and models,
Walter Chmela (416) 223-6487

Flying High  Parachute sales, repairs, repacking,
custom containers. Al MacDonald (403) 687-2225.

LD-200, variometer, hi-performance pressure trans-
ducer based varios with audio. No bottle required.
Peter Masak (610) 738-9792, masak@ix.netcom.com

MZ Supplies     Dealer for Schleicher sailplanes and
parts, CONFOR foam, Becker radios, most German
instruments. Ulli Werneburg,1450 Goth Ave, Glouces-
ter, ON  K1T 1E4 , ph/fax (613) 523-2581 mgmzaqua@
cmw.ca

Solaire Canada   SZD-55-1, Krosno, PW-5, trailers,
GPS, instruments and other sailplane stuff. Ed
Hollestelle, ph/fax (519) 461-1464, <solairecanada
@compuserve.com>

XU Aviation     Glider repairs in all materials. Chris
Eaves (519) 452-7999, fax (519) 452-0075, <xu-avia-
tion@ sympatico.ca>

suppliers

SOARING — the monthly journal of the Soaring Soci-
ety of America. Subscriptions US$43. Credit cards
accepted. Box E, Hobbs, NM 88241-7504. (505) 392-
1177, fax 392-8154.  <74521.116@compuserve.com>

NEW ZEALAND GLIDING KIWI — the bimonthly
journal of the New Zealand Gliding Association. Edi-
tor, John Roake. US$32/year (seamail). Private Bag,
Tauranga, NZ.  <john@roake.gen.nz>

SAILPLANE & GLIDING — the only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. Bi-
monthly. BGA, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester, LE1 4SG, England. £17.50 per annum.
fax 0116  251-5939 <bga@gliding.co.uk>

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING / SKYSAILOR — bimonthly
journal of the Gliding and the Hang Gliding Federa-
tions of Australia. $A40.50 surface mail, air $A55.
Payable by Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard. Box 1650,
GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001. fax (03) 9379-
5519.  <AdminOfficer@gfa.org.au>

MOTORGLIDING INTERNATIONAL — NEW bi-
monthly jointly published by the Soaring Society of
America and the British Gliding Association. $US34
per annum, (505) 392-8154. <info@ssa.org>

magazines

Personal ads are a free service to SAC mem-
bers (please give me the name of your club).
$10 per insertion for nonmembers. Send ad
to editor, not the national office, Box 1916,

Claresholm, AB  T0L 0T0
   tel/fax (403) 625-4563, free-flt@agt.net

Ad will run 3 times unless you renew.
Please tell me if your item has been sold

sooner. Maximum ad length is 6 lines and
subject to some editing as necessary.

Trading
Post

Trading
Post

Solaire Canada
Ed Hollestelle  (519) 461-1464 ph/fx

solairecanada@compuserve.com

LX-20B   The new “no frills” IGC–approved
GPS flight recorder  $1495

LX-100   Electronic audio vario with averager
and 2 response settings $495

ATR57 A new 2-1/4" panel-mounted 760
channel radio ready to install. $1395

ATR720A   760 chan VHF with mounting
tray and wiring harness. $1695

ATR720C   Same as above with LCD display
and 10 channel memory. $1895

SHM1010    Boom mike and wiring (as in-
stalled by most glider manufacturers.    $175

Colibri    FAI approved logger (the size of a
small package of cigarettes) with navigation
and data screen. $1395

LX-5000     The ultimate GPS/final glide
computer system with large graphic display,
FAI flight recorder, and moving map with air-
space and task displays. $5995

DX 50     The newest GPS flight data compu-
ter/recorder, only 2 LCDs. $3495

major and minor repair and inspection in:
• steel tube, and wood and fabric

• stressed skin aluminum
• composites

Chris Eaves, XU Aviation Ltd.
2450 Aviation Lane, London, ON  N5V 3Z9

ph (519) 452-7999, fax (519) 452-0075   e-mail: xu-aviation@sympatico.ca
TC Approved Maintenance Organization 24-88

XU Aviation Ltd.

Read the fine print in the Trading Post box
above. Often an ad on this page is obsolete
or is dropped when it could be continued.
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Soaring Association of Canada
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Ottawa, Ontario  K2B 8G7
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Very pleasant to fly
Equally good in very weak and very
    strong conditions
No turbulators required
Disk brake on large main wheel
All automatic hook–ups
Integral ballast tanks with baffle plates
Tail tank
Roomy and very comfortable cockpit
Type approved in Canada

The perfect trainer to prepare for today’s
    high performance sailplanes
Spacious cockpit
Very quiet
Fantastic visibility
Exceptional handling qualities
Spectacular aerobatic performance
Robust glass strength
Famous polyurethane finish
Type approved in Canada

Exceptional flying qualities
Very docile and responsive
Early solo to Diamond XC
Fibreglass with polyurethane finish
Large, comfortable cockpit
Fixed gear
9000 hour design life
Automatic control hookup
More wing area than most club ships
Adjustable seatback
Now type approved in Canada

PZL BIELSKO

The docile SZD-51-1 Junior   Best all around club ship that also looks good ....................................

Span 49.2 ft
Length 21.9 ft
Height 5.1 ft
Wing area 134.7 sq ft
Weight empty 533 lb
Weight max. 783 lb
Speed min. 33 kts
Speed max. 119 kts
L/D max. 35/1
Min sink (39 kts) 116 ft/min

The exciting SZD-50-3 Puchacz   Best choice in an all around composite trainer ...........................

Span 54.7 ft
Length 27.5 ft
Height 6.7 ft
Wing area 195.5 sq ft
Weight empty 794 lb
Weight max. 1256 lb
Speed min. 33 kts
Speed max. 116 kts
L/D max. (48 kts) 32/1
Min sink 138 ft/min

The ultimate SZD-55-1 The best buy in Standard class high performance and handling .............................

Span 49.2 ft
Length 22.5 ft
Height 4.8 ft
Wing area 103.3 sq ft
Weight empty 465 lb
Weight max. 1102 lb
Speed min. 38 kts
Speed max. 138 kts
L/D max. 44/1
 (at 60 kts & max t.o. wt)
Min sink (54 kts) 135 ft/min

SOLAIRE CANADA    4 Monteith Ave. Thorndale, Ontario  N0M 2P0  (519) 461-1464 phone/fax

For prices on all the fine products above as well as the Filser LX4000 and the LX5000 GPS Flight computers/recorders, the
LX20 FAI flight recorder, radios, Winter instruments, LD100 varios etc, call Ed Hollestelle for more information. We offer a
Canadian-built clamshell trailer by “Crown Trailers” at competitive prices.


